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Co-ordinator’s comment

Light
entertainment?
Cambridge is just like anywhere else. We
too have people who are rude or even
violent. Unfortunately, given the number
of people who ride a bicycle, eventually
somebody on a bike will become a victim of somebody who is rude or violent.

If you like what you see in this newsletter, add your
voice to those of our 1,100 members by joining the
Campaign.

We now have a name to one such victim:
Ernest. He made the front page of the
local newspaper. Even though a large
part of the registration plate was reported, the police have filed the case for
now. The person who attacked him has
not been identified or brought to justice.

Membership costs are low:
£7.50 individual
£3.50 unwaged
£12 household.
For this, you get six newsletters a year, discounts at a
large number of bike shops, and you will be supporting
our work.

This assault certainly made people angry
and upset. A quick scan of some of the
comments posted on the website for the
story shows how depressing some of
these comments can be. The Newsround
column in the same paper from 8 March
calls it a ‘sinister turn’ and refers to a
deeply ‘worrying number of people
apparently sympathetic to the driver who
battered the victim so badly he needed
13 stitches in his head’. Worrying indeed.

Join now on-line at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/membership
Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up in 1995 to
voice the concerns of cyclists. We are not a cycling club,
but a voluntary organisation promoting cycling for
public benefit and representing the concerns of cyclists
in and around Cambridge.
Registered charity number 1138098
Our meetings, open to all, are on the first Tuesday of
each month, 7.30pm for 8.00pm until 10.00pm at the
Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Elected Committee Members
and Trustees 2012-2013

Should we complain about the ‘media’?
Should we talk about how they possibly
mis-represented the story, for example
by repeating one bit of information
about a gesture whilst ignoring the
bigger picture of why somebody driving
a car would want to attack somebody
who was taking up less road space than
a car. However, such complaining misses
the point. They want to sell newspapers
in order to employ a few reporters to
educate the public about important local
issues. Often they seem to find it easiest
to write a story that gets people angry or
upset. Stereotypes are simple. They may
entertain, but they fail to increase our
understanding. It is much more difficult
to show the public how the roads have
to change to avoid such violent events
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on them. Such reporting does happen,
but rarely on the front page. Cycling is a
big issue in Cambridge, but the public
has been served badly whenever the
issue is presented along the lines of a
stereotypical ‘war on our roads’.
Bicycles create space for cars. Were it
not for those who ride bicycles, car
traffic in Cambridge would be at a
standstill most of the time. A ‘war on our
roads’ and the associated stereotypes are
simply no longer required. People on
bikes create the space that allows other
people to drive. Roads and communities
which offer everybody a safe option to
use a bicycle are better places to live,
better places to work, better places for
trade and better places for smiles.
Perhaps the local media in Cambridge
feels an unconscious commitment to the
motoring interest. Perhaps there is a
hidden connection between the flow of
advertising revenue and the outdated
stereotypes about the ‘war on our roads’
that resurface far too often. Recognising
that bicycles create space for cars should
help to end this stereotype.
Last year The Times launched its ‘Cities
fit for Cycling’ campaign. Could the
Cambridge News create a similar
campaign in the most cycled city of the
nation? Its launch would celebrate the
end of the divisive stereotype of the ‘war
on our roads’. Road safety is an issue of
great importance, one which can unite a
community rather than divide it. Safer
junctions with dedicated road space for
those on bikes would be a worthwhile
topic, stories about the issues faced by
those who have just started cycling
would also be of wide interest.
Cambridge fit for Cycling!
We don't need a war on the roads. We
need a road map to peace. Because road
safety is not light entertainment.
Michael Cahn, Co-ordinator

Telephone: (01223) 690718
Internet: www.camcycle.org.uk
E-mail: contact@camcycle.org.uk
Twitter: @camcycle
Facebook: CambridgeCyclingCampaign

A10 group formed
The A10 Corridor Cycling Campaign has now been established. They work for
improved cycling infrastructure in and around the A10 and surrounding villages
between Royston and Cambridge. Search a10corridorcycling for more information
and join them on facebook. If you live or ride in that area, you should really get
involved. Thinking about setting up a regional group in your area? Ask us for help!

This newsletter is printed on recycled paper by
CSF Print.

JH
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News

A first-hand
account
I was commuting home by bike from the
Addenbrooke's site at 6.30pm along Hills
Road. It was an ordinary evening for me,
having commuted by bike for the best
part of ten years. It was night time and
my front and rear lights were switched
on. A colleague followed closely behind.
After checking over my shoulder that it
was safe to overtake a cyclist, I began to
do so within the cycle lane on Hills
Road. As I performed this manoeuvre,
the cyclist I was overtaking began to
overtake another cyclist in front without
looking over his shoulder. Despite
warning him with my bell, he persisted,
edging ever closer into me and I was
therefore forced to pull out slightly into
the carriageway (by about a foot,
according to my colleague who herself
had looked behind and was preparing to
overtake). Then, a car that neither of us
had spotted when we had looked back
moments earlier appeared suddenly and
at great speed from behind. The
speeding driver began to honk his horn
repeatedly and at great proximity to

Our new web
officer
I first came to Cambridge as a student
many years ago. After finishing my
degrees I spent most of the next few
years in various places with low levels of
cycling even by UK standards. For a time,
I cycled about six miles each way to
work through the north of Greater
Manchester; most days I'd see no one
else on a bike. About four years ago I
was offered my present job and moved
back, by which time I'd pretty well
forgotten what cycling in Cambridge was
like.
Now I cycle about two miles to work
through Chesterton, and while my
journey is not perfect, it is not too bad
either. At the least I am not a target for
every passing motorist (or their
passenger) who wants to shout abuse at
a cyclist. My attitude towards cycling has
shifted. I used to think of it as a fitness
activity that I was able to do during my
commuting time; now it seems more like
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what was now a cluster of four cyclists. I
perceived this unnecessary act to be
dangerous and intimidating, which led
me, in a moment of frustration, to react
to the driver’s actions with a hand
gesture. This did not go down well.
The driver overtook and stopped his car
on the cycle lane ahead. As I overtook
his car, he opened his door and started
to get out. Fortunately I had left
sufficient space between us not to be
clipped by the door and I managed to
cycle around him safely. I then heard
him rev up his car and accelerate down
Hills Road behind me. Concerned that he
would attempt to strike me with his
vehicle, I cycled onto the shared-use
pavement for safety. He continued and
stopped his car a second time, on this
occasion in a brightly lit area in front of
Homerton College and the Faculty of
Education. He got out of his car and
stood there with his hands in front of his
chest, waiting to tackle me. While I
attempted to circumnavigate him, as I
had done earlier, he began to chase me
on foot all the way across Hills Road,
which fortunately was clear of traffic at
the time. As he sprinted behind me, I
was forced to cycle onto the pavement
on the opposite side of the road.

Although I was cycling as fast as I could
on my folding bicycle, trying to get
away, the man managed to catch up with
me. He grabbed me by the coat as I
cycled at speed, ripping it in the process,
and shoved me into a telephone
exchange box. The impact propelled me
over the handlebars and caused me to
fall head-first onto the concrete floor. I
stood up and saw him run back across
the road and get into his car. As I
fumbled with my phone to take a
photograph and attempted to read his
number plate, he started the car and
zoomed off at once with his headlights
switched off.
The assault was over very quickly and,
out of concern, witnesses focussed their
attention mostly on my bleeding head,
rather than the assailant and his car. I
took their details and, preoccupied that I
might have suffered an internal head
injury requiring medical attention, I
cycled myself back to Addenbrooke's for
examination. I asked my colleague to
accompany me in case I fainted on the
way. Once at A&E, I received 13 stitches
to my head and have since been
suffering from headaches and other
symptoms.
Ernest Turro

a general-purpose mode of transport.
The difference is sufficiently marked that
it prompted me to join the Campaign:
cycling should be a relaxed activity for
everyone (I am aware of course that this
is not always the case even in
Cambridge).
By the time of the last AGM, I felt I ought
to help out somehow. I'd noticed that,
while the Committee includes some very
technologically able people who'd built
the present website, they were finding it
difficult to keep it up-to-date alongside
their other Campaign activities. So that
seemed to be the place where I could
make myself useful and last November I
was elected to the Committee as Web
Officer. Please do let us know if you
have any thoughts about the web or our
use of online media.
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Opinion piece

Planning matters: Catholic Church junction

‘We can’t go all the way this
time.’ So when will they?

Had the County instead decided to make a bold statement in
favour of cycle safety they would have been in an extremely
strong position to obtain these funds; this cannot now be said
for the scheme as it stands. My hope now is that the DfT will
encourage the County Council to iterate the design once more
to a far stronger state.

As explained on page 5, Cambridgeshire County Council has
decided to prioritise car traffic over cycle safety at the Catholic
Church, the site of many collisions in recent years. Cyclists will
remain unsafely squeezed in, and the opportunity to increase
levels of cycling has been rejected.

The Campaign's lack of enthusiasm for the scheme meant that,
at the Cabinet meeting discussing the scheme, Councillors
were left in no doubt that we see the area as unfinished work.
But it is clear there is no political will to solve the congestion
problem here.

The junction designs attracted an unprecedented amount of
debate within the Cambridge Cycling Campaign committee.
Some of us (myself included) argued for a complete, outright
rejection of the plans in their entirety. The compromise
reached was to state very clearly that the plans do not go far
enough – and that we expect the County to do much more.
The scheme is better than the current junction design. It will
slightly improve things for those cycling towards the junction
from Hills Road.

The County’s ‘Cycling Champion’, Councillor Martin Curtis (with
whom we remain in cordial dialogue), said at the meeting ‘We
can’t go all the way this time’. So when will they? This was, for
me, the most striking comment of the whole Cabinet debate.

I cannot see any clear reason why Cambridge Cycling
Campaign should be positive about the changes, other than
that they undoubtedly remove a barrier for further work. They
simply will not result in an environment that the Campaign
wants to see. Here are my personal reasons for thinking that
we ought to have made a stronger case.

Roadspace reallocation may be
politically difficult, but it is only
through making proper, safe space on
the roads for cycling and public
transport that there is any hope of
reducing congestion
We attended meetings with County Council engineers who
were drawing up the plans. These meetings were useful and
cordial, and we cannot fault the staff involved. The remit given
to them was to redesign the junction without significant
detriment to car traffic capacity. They simply did not have the
political backing to prioritise cycling, but they made every
attempt to include cycling within that limited remit. They are
to be congratulated for that.
I believe strongly that talking to people is the best chance we
have of effecting change. The Campaign has a good working
relationship with officers at the County Council and I want that
to remain. However, engagement is not the same as eventual
consent, and I made clear in these discussions that Campaign
members might not accept the final proposals. For me, the
resulting scheme is a clear example of where the Campaign
should adopt a clear and independent position of opposition.
The County Council proposes to use £450,000 of the
Department for Transport’s £15m fund for junction
improvements that improve cycle safety. This £15m fund was
created as a result of the Times newspaper's brilliant ‘Cities
Safe for Cycling’ campaign. I think that the kind of changes
proposed here would disappoint the Times campaigners as
their fund would be being misused for a proposal that retains
a hostile cycling environment.
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Figure 4.2. User hierarchy
Pedestrians [highest priority]
Cyclists
Public transport
Specialist service vehicles
Other motor vehicles [lowest priority]
Yet, the Local Transport Plan clearly outlines the following
policy:
The Catholic Church junction scheme exposes this user
hierarchy as seemingly a pointless statement that means little
in practice. If such a significant policy can be ignored for a
junction with high cycle flows and a high collision rate, where
on earth will it be followed?
Roadspace reallocation may be politically difficult, but it is
only through making proper, safe space on the roads for
cycling and public transport that there is any hope of reducing
congestion.
There is not a single scheme as part of Cambridge's road
network that goes anywhere near as far in terms of cycle
infrastructure as the Torrington Place scheme in London
(which is nonetheless compromised and far from Dutch
quality). In a supposedly ‘cycling city’ this is shameful.

This scheme is a litmus test of whether
County Councillors really see cycling as
a priority. They have failed
Only a few days later, the County’s weak proposals were put
into sharp contrast, when the Mayor of London’s new cycling
strategy was published. Funded proposals for a 15-mile
substantially-segregated cycleway – at the expense of motor
vehicle space – show that some politicians at least are
starting to ‘get it’. Only by providing a really high-quality
cycling environment will many more people shift to cycling
and free up roadspace for those who do have to drive.
For me, the Catholic Church junction scheme is a litmus test of
whether County Councillors really see cycling as a priority, or
whether its policy of putting cycling first only applies when it
is easy to do so. The answer is clear: they have failed.
Martin Lucas-Smith

Planning matters: City Centre cycle parking
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Catholic Church junction
Following the consultation on the Catholic Church junction
(see Newsletter 106), councillors made a rapid decision in early
March to ignore all the critical responses and do exactly what
they had originally intended.
Though half this scheme, costing £900,000, is intended to be
funded from a national cycle budget, it was made absolutely
clear at the meeting and the consultation response document
that cycle improvements would only be acceptable where they
had no impact on traffic and that the overriding factor in
deciding what to do was maintaining motor traffic capacity.
In essence the only improvement for cyclists will be a
northbound cycle lane on Hills Road past the church leading
into a advanced stop box. This is very welcome as this has
been a source of conflict for years, with cyclists leaping onto
the pavement to avoid the lengthy queues and weaving
through the traffic. There is a possibility of advanced green
signals here, to give cyclists a head start, but that requires
special Department for Transport approval. That would go
some way to addressing the main flaw in this northbound
arrangement: the conflict with left-turning traffic.

On Regent Street, nothing will be done to help bikes because
it would delay buses, they say (no question of timing the lights
to give buses more priority, because that would delay cars). On
Lensfield Road and Gonville Place advanced stop lines are
proposed. But these are utterly useless because the
exceptionally narrow lanes (they won’t sacrifice lanes because
they must keep up motor traffic capacity) and continuously
queuing traffic will make them impossible to get to, at least in
any safe way.
Many of us really do feel cheated that such a huge sum of
money earmarked for cycling is to be spent on something that
does so little for cyclists and for which the driving force is
maintaining traffic capacity.
This nasty junction has failed cyclists for a generation. Now it
looks set to continue to fail them for another generation to
come. The layout won’t preclude further changes in the future,
but having spent nearly a million pounds on it, I don’t see
anyone being willing to spend more there for years to come.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign's formal response can be seen at
http://www.camcycle.org.uk/campaigning/letters/2013/C1300
1CatholicChurchJunction.pdf
David Earl

700 new cycle parking spaces for the city centre
In Newsletter 101 we set a challenge to develop a new cycle
park for Cambridge city centre. Both existing cycle parks are
now full to overflowing at busy times, along with, of course, all
the street parking.
We applaud Cambridge City Council for taking on this
challenge with gusto. At its meeting in mid March, the council
followed up on a report it commissioned last year to seek both
more street parking and a new cycle park. It has allocated a
budget of £500,000 for this and aims to provide about 710 new
street spaces this year, distributed widely around the centre.
Some of these may actually be in the street, if they can be
agreed.
A full feasibility study into a new cycle park will also be
conducted starting now. A board has been established to
oversee this, and we have been invited to join it.
The full report to the council which sets out all the locations
with photos and maps is available at
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/nl107pkng
Together with the planned cycle park at the station, this is very
good news indeed for existing cyclists, but more than that
these schemes have the potential to generate many more
cycling journeys that are not made currently because of the
difficulty of parking.
In a separate development, Park Street car park, which also
houses Cambridge's first cycle park, is likely to be replaced before long. The future of the cycle park is not clear at this stage.
David Earl
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Station cycle park
planning application
submitted
Slightly later than anticipated, developers submitted planning
application 12/1622/FUL for the cycle park at the railway
station in early February, along with the hotel and shops
which form part of the same building. The deadline for
comments was 5 March. The application also included the
demolition of the existing buildings in the affected area.
There was nothing unexpected in the application. Our
comments (see www.camcycle.org.uk/images/blog/M1300212-1622-FUL.pdf) expressed enthusiastic support for the
scheme. We did ask for a number of conditions to be included.
These were mostly to ensure that assurances that have been
made already are carried through in practice. These were to:
●

manage the disabled and unusual bike spaces so they
aren't monopolised by ordinary cyclists;

●

make sure the design really does offer a potential link to
the station bridge (partly to make sure the issue is on
the agenda). We didn't think it would be possible to get
this link as part of the planning application, but we
would press for it to be included in the franchising
process in 2015;

Planning matters: station cycle park
●

limit the number of paid-for spaces so we don't see a
repeat of what happened at the Grand Arcade cycle park
where half the spaces were lost;

●

make sure opening hours cover all the trains, whether
on time or not;

●

get a properly recognised route through the new square
to be built in front of the station.

Given what we have already been told, we would be surprised
if the developers or rail operator had problems with these
conditions.
The county council made surprisingly few observations on the
application, notably the lack of a lift (which we think could be
cheaply solved by linking to the bridge in the station with its
existing lift), and minor details about doors and construction
arrangements. Taxis drivers seem to be trying to use the
application as a means to avoid having to use the new road
and continue to use Station Road. There have been numerous
objections to the appearance of the new building and against
the demolition of existing buildings (which are part of the
listed building status of the station).
Cycle parking at the station has been a source of massive
frustration for all cyclists who use the station over decades.
Having enough cycle parking at the station is critical to cycling
in Cambridge so we really hope the application will be
approved soon and construction can start quickly.
David Earl

Mitcham's Corner - new
layout needed
It is generally agreed that the gyratory system at Mitcham's
Corner is a blot on the landscape of Cambridge, involving a
long journey around the one-way system to get from one
major road to another, especially if you want to go threequarters of the way around the system. Traffic approaching
from Victoria Road, Milton Road, Chesterton Road and Victoria
Avenue feeds into a one-way system around a row of terraced
houses and a commercial site, a system of many traffic lights
and pedestrian crossings, where cyclists can share (some)
pavements with pedestrians to take short cuts across the
central area.
If the city council can come up with a plan for the Eastern Gate
(remodelling of the junction of Newmarket Road, East Road
and Elizabeth Way) we feel they could do the same for
Mitcham's Corner. As long ago as 2003 the council produced a
71-page planning brief showing modelling of three or four
road layouts. (It can be found on www.cambridge.gov.uk under
Planning Policy/Further Guidance.)
With a large planning application submitted for the Staples
site and the prospect of Section 106 monies, now surely is the
right time to look seriously at the issue. Others think so too. In
the autumn, at one of its monthly meetings, the Campaign
heard a presentation by one of its members with some backof-the envelope ideas. These included closing Victoria Avenue
to traffic from the south and opening up Chesterton Road to
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two-way traffic with changes to the road layout around
Springfield Road. The ideas were energetically discussed by
those present.
Then in December Cambridge University's Interdisciplinary
Design for the Built Environment programme organised some
workshops for planning students, architects and professionals,
who also came up with two proposals. These can be seen at
www.camcycle.org.uk/blog/2013/02/11/

Aspirations for green infrastructure showing rejuvenated or new
green spaces and trees.
An illustration from the Friends of Mitchams Corner Presentation.

Both options require some terraced houses to be demolished.
This would then provide a road through from Victoria Avenue
to Milton Road. Chesterton Road would become two-way. If
Barclays Bank were demolished, a new pedestrian/cycle bridge
across the river to Jesus Green could be built. Lots more trees
and greenery could be provided on both sides of Chesterton
Road (between Victoria Avenue and Croft Home Lane). Radical
ideas. Although we can argue over the detail, the main thing
now is to get the concept accepted and create the political to
bring it about.
Shirley Fieldhouse

New student and
commercial block at
Mitcham's Corner
Cambridge residents have heard of Mitcham's Corner, even if
they don't know that it takes its name from a long-departed
department store (on the corner of Victoria Avenue and
Chesterton Road), and many know the Staples office stationery
store, a rather undistinguished triangular two-storey block,
curiously bisected by a ramp leading to a rooftop car park. The
store is surrounded by roads which form the one-way
(gyratory) road system giving access to Victoria Road, Milton
Road, Chesterton Road and Victoria Avenue. The system
encompasses an untidy mess of shared-use paths and
pedestrian crossings. The scene will soon change if planning
approval is given for the application prepared by Pegasus
Planning Group on behalf of Pan Albion LLP (the landowner)

and Bellerbys College. Bellerbys College wishes to reduce the
number of students living in ‘home-stays’ and transfer them to
purpose-built accommodation. The 16 to 18-year-old students
(mostly from overseas) are taught in premises on Bateman
Street and at the Manor (Arbury Road) campus.
The application (13/0036/FUL) involves the demolition of
existing buildings (including the rather charming small Lloyds
TSB Bank branch) and the construction of a new building of
3-4 storeys plus a basement. There would be commercial
floorspace at ground-floor level (for the Staples store and the
bank) and student accommodation above of 172 rooms. In the
basement there would be 149 cycle parking spaces for use by
students and staff and 41 car parking spaces for use by the
customers of the retail units. At ground level there would be
54 cycle parking spaces on the Chesterton Road frontage for
use by customers of the retail units. The application also
includes two servicing lay-bys.
The Campaign submitted a planning objection, not to the
principle of the erection of the new building but based on our

Staples, corner of Chesterton Road/Croftholme Lane.
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Planning matters: Mitcham’s Corner

Lloyds TSB, corner of Victoria Road/Chesterton Road.
concern that any development here should not compromise
our strongly-held objective of removing the gyratory system
which remains a hostile barrier to cycling and walking.
Figure 20 (Cycle and Bus routes around Mitcham’s Corner) in
the Design and Access Statement ably demonstrates the
complexity of the current messy transport arrangements which
surround the site. We feel strongly that the current application
should be radically improved to facilitate these aims, and that
it should be judged accordingly.
The Planning Statement said that the city council and the
Friends of Mitcham's Corner wanted the application to be
subject to ensuring that funds secured by the S106 Agreement
are appropriately spent to secure local highway improvements,
in line with the principles of the designs undertaken by the
two student groups at the Department of Engineering. [See
previous article for further information.] We fully support this
view. In addition, we believe that funds must be allocated
either to carry out a feasibility study on major changes to the
way traffic flows around or through the area and/or to (part)fund such changes.
We noted that the developer states that the width of the
footway would be increased to improve its existing use as a

shared-use footway. In an area such as this, with high levels of
pedestrian and cycle movement, entrenchment of shared-use
is not acceptable. However, the developer's proposal for
widening the footway and creating shared-use would be
acceptable as a short-term measure if the aim were to
facilitate the creation of space for proper, 2.1m cycleways on
both sides of the inner ring road in this area as part of the
wider change to the area that we propose above. For that to
happen, as the Highway Authority noted in its comments, it is
important that the land is designated as public highway.
As for the cycle parking, we are disappointed that, yet again, a
developer is proposing predominantly basement provision
rather than ground-level provision within the site. Our desire
is to see new developments making cycle parking very
accessible and near to the entrance/exit of the building. (We
do however welcome the innovation of making some of the
cycle parking part of the landscaped area.)
We believe that the number of cycle parking spaces does
comply with the requirements of the Cycle Parking Standards
to the Local Plan. However, we cannot see any details of the
distance between stands. Too many recent developments have
proposed cycle parking that cannot be fitted into the space
required, so we would like to see confirmation that sufficient
space has been provided. Neither the Design and Access
Statement nor the Basement plan seems to show this.
Certainly, the previous plans that we were asked to comment
on for this site did not provide enough space.
Accordingly, we endorsed the comments of the Highway
Authority that '[t]he applicant must show the dimensions for
the proposed cycle parking layout.' and that '[c]ycle parking for
atypical pedal cycles and accoutrements must be provided
within the mix of provision.'
In summary, we asked the city council to ensure that any
approved proposals here will enable renewal of the public
realm of this area, and hope that the developer is able to
implement changes towards this and provide ring-fenced
contributions for that objective.
Shirley Fieldhouse
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Landbeach to Milton cycleway
Cambridge Cycling Campaign spent a very cold morning
having a meeting with the county council officers about the
Landbeach to Milton cycleway. This critical link will provide a
two-way cycleway on the west side of the existing road, be
two metres wide and segregated from the road with a strip of
grass mostly one metre wide.
We discussed how people would get on and off the cycleway
at the village end, how drainage would work, how to go
around a pinch point over a waterway, and how to cope with
two main traffic junctions.
At the pinch point the ideal option would be to build a bridge
over the water along the desire line and not move the road;
the alternative would be to move the road sideways by a
metre so that a cycleway could be built within the width of the
existing bridge. Details always matter, so we discussed placing
high kerbs and a strip of grass along the side of the cycleway
here to make sure that cars couldn't cut the corner.
The big problem is at the A10 junction. Ideas included
removing slip roads to make it safer for people cycling across
just one lane rather than two, and building the cycleway in as
straight a line as possible across the junction.
We also discussed placing chicanes in the roadway. But
apparently, even though cars have headlights, any obstruction
in a road needs lit warning signs, lots of electricity and a full
safety audit. Perhaps we need the same requirements for
random poles in cycleways as well?
Robin Heydon

Landbeach to Milton Route
Mapbase copyright
©OpenStreetMap contributors, licensed OdL1.0
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‘Go Dutch’ in London –
and beyond?
Eighteen months ago, London Cycling Campaign (LCyC)
adopted a new ‘Love London, Go Dutch’ policy, bringing a new
approach to cycle campaigning. At our Committee Annual Plan
Day and at our March monthly meeting, our Chair presented a
similar possible change for Campaign policy. We’ve set up a
working party to look at ‘Going Dutch’ or ‘Going Danish’ in
Cambridge.
As members will be hearing about the work of this working
party soon, we thought it would be useful to outline what
‘Going Dutch’ means and what’s happening in London.

Exciting times in London
The London Mayor has announced a major shift in strategy,
backed up by real money. Even the most radical of ‘cycle
bloggers’ have welcomed this plan, having criticised the
London Mayor strongly over the last two years. Some £913m is
proposed to be spent in London, over the next ten years.

Planning matters: Go Dutch
●

Trials of ‘Dutch-style’ roundabouts and eye-level traffic
lights for cyclists.

●

‘Mini-Hollands’ in the suburbs, with between one and
three outer boroughs chosen for very high spending
concentrated in those relatively small areas for the
greatest possible impact.

Some have suggested that we’ve had plenty of ‘visions’ and
‘strategies’ before, e.g. the UK government’s 1996 National
Cycling Strategy. The difference here though is that the
language of the London Mayor has changed substantially. It is
finally being recognised that providing really high-quality
alternatives to the car is both economically sensible and best
for the future of London. And it comes with the promise of
roadspace reallocation, something that every previous strategy
has shied away from. Of course, in London, vigilant
campaigning is still essential, so that the Mayor is held to
account.

Catalyst for change: London’s campaigners
Who has caused this change? The announcement itself gave
credit to who the catalyst for change has been: campaigners –
LCyC and others.
What kind of policy change has London’s campaign been
through? Two things:
1. Arguing for separate provision that avoids mixing cycles
with cars in moderately-trafficked areas where cars travel
above 20mph.
2.Refusal to accept half-hearted schemes, and instead holding
out and actively campaigning for proper provision.
LCyC came to the conclusion two years ago that the traditional
approach to cycle campaigning, outlined below, wasn’t
working in London, not only in terms of road design but in
terms of campaigning strategy.

A 15-mile ‘Crossrail for bikes’ at the expense of car space.
The most crucial aspect of the plans is that they involve taking
away space from cars (an inefficient use of space) and giving it
to bikes (which can carry many more people per hour). This is
radical stuff.
●

15-mile continuous 'Crossrail for bikes' spanning
London with considerable segregation using Westway
and Embankment.

●

More Dutch-style fully-segregated lanes.

●

Greater ‘semi-segregation’ on other streets.

●

A new network of ‘Quietways’ – direct, continuous, fullysignposted routes on peaceful side streets.

●

Big improvements to both existing and proposed
Superhighways.

●

A new ‘Central London Grid’ of bike routes in the City
and West End.

●

Substantial improvements to the worst junctions, with
measures such as segregation and cycle-only paths or
traffic light phases.
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Crucially, LCyC concluded that the approach of asking for too
little means that you don’t get any more than a little. They are
much less willing now to accept changes to the road
environment that do not make proper provision for cyclists.
This campaigning strategy in London appears to have paid off
for them.

The traditional British approach to cycle
campaigning
The traditional approach to cycle campaigning is often called
‘vehicular cycling’ – basically the idea that the way to improve
cycling is to mix with general traffic by making the roads safe.
The first priority is traffic reduction, followed by reduced
traffic speeds, and special infrastructure comes last. This is
summarised in the table ‘Hierarchy of provision’ below, that
has been the mainstay of cycle campaigning for 20 years or so.
The problem is that, it is argued, it has been not working.
Traffic reduction is extremely hard, and many people simply
do not want to mix with traffic. There are still vast numbers of
people in London (and even in Cambridge) who do not cycle,
and we hear time and time again that what non-cyclists want
is proper space that enables them to cycle safely. Nowhere in
the UK (even in Cambridge) have levels of cycling become as
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Table: Hierarchy of Provision
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Dutch have no false division between ‘types of cyclist’ –
people just ride bikes, at whatever speed and on whatever
steed.

What do the Dutch do?
Some of this is taken, with thanks, from the description by the
Cycling Embassy of Great Britain (a group campaigning for the
best of continental approaches).
In general:
high as in Holland or Denmark, and cycling is still seen as a
minority cultural pursuit rather than just an everyday,
uncontroversial way of getting easily from A to B.
Existing cyclists, however, quite rightly do not want to
sacrifice their right to use the road. This strongly-held
conviction is based on the fact that cycle facilities in the UK
are usually ‘farcilities’ – adding a blue sign to a pavement,
making you stop and give way at side roads, narrow, etc. Look
at Warrington Cycling Campaign’s fantastic ‘Cycle Facility of
the Month’ website ( www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/facility )
and you’ll see very typical pavement rubbish.

●

In local residential streets with low traffic, no ‘special
infrastructure’ like cycle lanes is needed. All that is
required are slow speeds (20mph) and streetscapes that
encourage people to cycle and kids to play.

●

In connecting streets, it depends on the amount of
traffic. Roads like Huntingdon Road, East Road,
Lensfield Road, Hills Road, etc. have a clear arterial
function and so need segregated provision in the form
of dedicated cycle tracks (at least 2.1m wide, and ideally
2.5m, on each side of the road) and priority at every
crossing. Streets with much less traffic might involve
on-road cycle lanes or other treatments. Narrow streets
like Mill Road would be redesigned to make a
pedestrian-friendly streetscape to dissuade throughtraffic.

●

Routes between urban areas, e.g. 40mph+ roads have
proper, segregated cycle tracks.

The Dutch approach to cycle provision
But Dutch cyclists have no desire whatsoever to use the road,
as we found when we visited the Netherlands, and were
hosted by David Hembrow who runs excellent infrastructure
tours (which we cannot recommend highly enough). Even
extremely fast racing cyclists were very happily using Dutch
cycle tracks, something that would be impossible on British
pavement provision!
The key point is that Dutch cycle tracks are totally different to
British cycle paths. They are a proper network, designed to
make people want to cycle. They are designed around people’s
needs, not squeezed in. In short, the Dutch model basically
provides three separate transport networks:

In terms of the design of Dutch-style cycle tracks:
●

Distinct from pedestrian space: By definition, cycle
tracks (as opposed to on-road cycle lanes) are separated
from traffic lanes and pedestrians by a barrier, which
could be a paved or unpaved verge, a raised kerb or
some other barrier.

●

Width: Standard widths are generally 2.5m for one-way
tracks and 4m for two-way ones. The minimum width is
2m although they may narrow to 1.5m at certain
intersections. On main cycle routes, track widths should
be based on the expected bicycle traffic: for one-way
bike lanes, 2m is fine up to 150bph (bikes per hour, in
both directions); 150-750bph requires 3m and over that
4m.

●

Proper surface: They are built like a road, not a
pavement. They have a perfectly smooth concrete or
asphalt surface, with proper foundations to stop tree
roots coming up. In short, they are usable even at high
speeds but extremely pleasant for those travelling
slowly.

●

Separation from the road: The higher the speed of the
traffic, the greater the separation should be between the
tracks and the main carriageway although, for safety,
bikes should still be visible to car drivers. In built-up
areas, the minimum width of the buffer between a cycle
track and the road should be at least 0.35m for a oneway cycle path and 1m for a two-way one, but usually
the width will be greater depending on the barrier type.

Dutch approach: three networks
1. People travelling slowly (pedestrians)
2. Medium-speed people (people cycling)
3. People travelling at high speed (motor vehicles)
Outcome: Cycling gets proper space and proper attention,
meaning that people’s needs are catered for. Accordingly,
lots of people cycle.

British approach: two networks
1. People travelling slowly (pedestrians)
2. People travelling at high speed (motor vehicles)
Outcome: Cycling awkwardly squeezed between the two,
annoying both groups and not really encouraging people to
The Dutch approach, then, suits everyone: fast cyclists (the
kind in England who rightly want to use the road), people
cycling slowly (sometimes called ‘less confident’ in England)
and, crucially, encourages people not yet cycling to cycle. The
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Dutch cycle track: high quality, smooth, proper width. Crucially, no conflict with cars.

Dutch cycle infrastructure means that most kids cycle to school.
In terms of other infrastructure:
●

Junctions: While separated cycle tracks are
acknowledged to be safe along the run of the road,
there are concerns that they increase the danger to
cyclists at junctions owing to conflicts with turning cars,
lack of visibility of cyclists, and increased vehicle speeds
with bikes being separated out of the way. The Dutch
guidelines are designed to mitigate these problems as
far as possible. Sharper corners are used to avoid cars
speeding through, cycle crossings are raised, bike lanes
are coloured, cyclists can wait in front of the traffic, etc.

●

Traffic lights: These include an additional green light
for cyclists, and have favourable waiting times.

●

Large roundabouts: These have a totally different
design to British roundabouts, and involve a physically
separate track round the side, with various features to
enable easy crossing by bikes.

●
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Cycle parking: This is the one thing the Dutch arguably
don’t do so well – the British-style Sheffield stand
approach is best and should be retained.

Residential streets: no special cycle infrastructure, but the street
design encourages slow speeds and enables kids to play. The ‘Home
Zone’ approach is common, and two-way cycling is always allowed.

This street in Assen is the same width as Gilbert Road – we
measured it. Note the presence of: 2.5m cycle track, separate
pedestrian pavement, car parking, trees, a two-way road.
Martin Lucas-Smith, Chair

Dealing with the media

Dealing with the media
(particularly the press)
The start of January saw a daily deluge of deliberately
provocative stories in the Cambridge News on the subject of
cyclists, blatantly designed to rack up webpage hits (and
therefore advertising) by encouraging 'cyclists vs motorist'
squabbling in the comments section of their website.
For some time we have been dismayed by the quality of
stories produced by some local reporters who seem to feel
that churning out cheap articles, rather than high quality thoroughly researched journalism demonstrating skill and flair, is
the way to sell newspapers. Maybe in the short term it is.
The media, however, relies on information coming from news
‘generators’ – like our own Campaign, for instance, so this is –
to some extent – a two-way street.

Less-skilled journalists will exploit the
contested political space of cycle
campaigning by exaggerating this
situation into one of conflict, rather
than do any actual journalism
We wish to see the media adopt high standards of investigative journalism in dealing with the complex issues involved.
Cycle campaigning by its very nature involves dealing with
controversial topics. Proposals from any group regarding
reallocation of road space and the spending of public funds on
improving infrastructure involve hard political choices.
Inevitably therefore, less skilled journalists, who are unfamiliar
with the art of proper journalism, will exploit this contested
political space to exaggerate this situation into one of
disagreement. Newspapers naturally thrive on controversy in
order to sell newspapers and advertising, but this can and
should be achieved through provoking intelligent, evidencebased debate amongst its readership, rather than cheap
conflict.‘

The Times newspaper’s ‘Cities Safe For
Cycling’ campaign is a good example of
what can be achieved by quality
journalism, and they are getting a lot of
credit and goodwill as a result
Reports of people being killed and injured in motor vehicle
collisions should be placed in the context of road safety
research. Such reports offer gory entertainment when they
should be a moment for serious reflection on how we use our
roads, vehicles, speed and automotive freedom. The media
could be taking an investigative lead on real road safety
issues.
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We’ve therefore published a media engagement policy. You
can read this on our website at:
www.camcycle.org.uk/about/mediapolicy .
The key points are:
●

In order to deter selective quoting, our statements to
the press are being published in full on our
website/blog. Practitioners of lazy, poor-quality
journalism, will learn that such tactics will be exposed,
leading to loss of trust by readers.

●

We will encourage the media to run positive campaigns
and innovative stories, meeting good standards of
reporting, on issues that we are working on. The Times
newspaper’s ‘Cities Safe For Cycling’ series (2012-13) is
a good example of what can be achieved, and they are
getting a lot of credit and goodwill as a result.

●

Where the intention of the media or specific journalists
appears to us to be one of creating an exaggerated ‘war’
between cyclists and motorists (never mind the fact that
many people who cycle also drive), we are unlikely to
engage or respond. We've reluctantly identified one
Cambridge News journalist who is particularly prone to
this and so we're simply ignoring his requests.

●

Where media articles fail to meet good standards of
journalism, we are unlikely to help publicise them (e.g.
through social media), to avoid giving such articles more
publicity than is deserved. There has, for instance,
barely been any re-tweeting of articles from the local
paper during February.

●

Continued supply of early information to journalists will
be dependent on balanced coverage meeting good
standards of investigative journalism.

●

Where the media are continually repeating the same
story (e.g. 'Cyclists not using cycle paths a waste of
taxpayer money') in order to whip up controversy rather
than report anything genuinely new, if we choose to
engage we will increasingly point such journalists to
standard quotations or policies, or increasingly bland
statements.

●

We will try to set the agenda rather than be led by the
media’s latest fad.

●

We explicitly do not expect journalists to be biased
towards cycling, but we do expect there to be
objectivity, appropriate balance and proper reporting.

We do not believe a boycott of any media outlet is the best
way forward. Instead, a more nuanced approach, outlined
above, is our preferred option. The media will continue to print
stories about cyclists, whether or not we add comments, as
cycling in Cambridge is often genuinely newsworthy. When
sensible topics appear, it is everyone’s best interest that we
are able to comment in favour of the cycling community. If we
stand idly by without comment, balance will be even harder to
achieve.
Martin Lucas-Smith
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Greater Cambridge City Deal
A radical change of governance is a possibility for Cambridge
and the surrounding area after a County Council cabinet
decision in December to apply to the second wave of City
Deals. These create a new tier of government for ‘functional
economic areas’, in our case the combination of Cambridge
and South Cambridgeshire district areas. If the bid is
successful, and acceptable to councillors in its final form, it
would mean a more locally focused approach to decision
making.
At present the very disparate County Council makes a lot of
the key decisions, transport and highways being the one that
most affects us as cyclists. The political make-up of the
council means that not a single councillor representing
Cambridge city gets to take part in the transport decisions that
affect the city, a scandalous position in my view.
A Greater Cambridge wouldn’t be an elected body controlling
the more focussed area. It would involve the three councils –
perhaps in the way Cambridgeshire Horizons did in the
planning field until it was closed – but is intended to include
greater involvement for stakeholders, though it doesn’t look as
though groups like ours can volunteer to be stakeholders! The
University of Cambridge, and the Local Enterprise Partnership
seem to be the two key non-council bodies identified.

City Deals
already a massive contributor to reducing congestion in
Cambridge and is at levels which are way more than a token
that they are in so many places. Further development of
cycling in Cambridge and its immediate area has a huge
potential to unlock economic benefits. This new structure
could help cycling and Cambridge to their mutual benefit.

A board would be established, the Greater Cambridge
Economy and Transport Board, to which various powers would
be devolved. Ironically, having just abolished the transport
area committee which allowed for some joint decision making,
these are cited in the bid as evidence for how the councils can
work together in this new body. Maybe we’ll end up with more
joint decision making than before.
You can read the proposal agreed by the County Council
cabinet in December at www.camcycle.org.uk/
jumpto/nl107gccd - see the Appendix in particular.
David Earl

The focus is economic. For people who are concerned about
development, that may be a problem. However, cycling is

The Cycle Challenge is back after a two-year break and it’s
grown!
As part of the County Council’s Local Sustainable Transport
Fund bid, the Challenge is now open to businesses in Ely,
Huntingdon, St Ives, villages and business parks along the A10
and A14/Guided Busway corridors as well as Cambridge.
The Cambridgeshire Cycle Challenge is a fun, free competition
to see which businesses can get the most people cycling over
three weeks, from 13 May to 2 June 2013.
This year, the Cycle Challenge needs to reach even more of
those potential cyclists hiding at the back of the office. With
developments springing up round Cambridge and the market
towns, and the increased pressure on the roads, colleagues
who are new to the area – or just plain lazy - must be
persuaded back on bikes to rediscover the joys of cycling. It
only has to be for ten minutes and it doesn’t even have to be
the commute to work – anywhere, anytime will do. The
Challenge does deliver long-term results: after the 2011
competition, 73% of non-cyclists, and 58% of occasional
cyclists, said they intended to cycle more often.
Those businesses that put pressure on staff to sign up early to
the Challenge are the ones that recruit the largest number of
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people. This is even more true of large organisations, where it
takes longer for the message to spread. To make the job
easier, packs of promotional materials and cycling goodies can
be sent out to companies well before the Challenge. There are
lots of fantastic prizes for local teams and individuals to win
during the Challenge, as well as Try-a-Bike and Dr Bike events
taking place over the three weeks.
Register your company or department at:
http://www.lovetoride.net/cambridgeshire and then your
colleagues can sign up, log their trips, set goals and size up
the competition.
If your organisation took part in the 2011 Cambridge Cycle
Challenge, there’s no need to reregister – you’ll be able to
access your profile on the new website using the same email
address and password you used before.
If you have any questions, get in touch with:
Vanessa Kelly (Challenge Manager) by phone: +44
(0)7817774649 or email: vanessa@challengeforchange.com
The Challenge is run by Cambridgeshire County Council and
Challenge for Change.

Ambition grants

Cycle City Ambition Grants
The Department for Transport has just published its guidelines
for Cycle City Ambition Grants (see www.camcycle.org.uk/
jumpto/nl107ccag). This is to fund active transport
programmes (walking, cycling) for three cities in England.
Cambridge is one of two dozen cities which would be eligible
to apply. The programme is to fund three well-defined, specific
projects to the tune of 10 million pounds. An application from
Cambridge would probably focus on the Chisholm Trail, a bike
and walking connection between the station and the Science
park. The guidelines, 59 numbered paragraphs (in brackets
below), make interesting reading, because they challenge the
traditional notion that cycling and public health have little to
do with each other.
The guidelines raise the issue of ‘car dependency’ and
‘sedentary lifestyles’ (3). They state that the transfer of public
health to local authorities (from April 2013) provides a
significant opportunity to improve the integration of transport
and health. They refer to the local public health budget as an
additional funding source (27), emphasise the need to include
least active groups (30), and seek projects which can become
models for other cities. They specify high standards of
segregated bicycle networks (Manual for Streets) and propose
evaluation metrics that include economic models, public
health benefits, and also ‘subjective wellbeing data’ (59)
through the Annual Population Survey.
The good people at DfT do seem to know their game. They do
mean business. I can see nothing to disagree with here,
except, of course, that the amount of money is merely
symbolic. Cycle City Ambition Grants will not turn around the
traffic policies which over many decades delivered the car
dependency they are now trying to address. But they are
important staging posts towards a change of policy and
culture.
Cambridge is probably well placed to qualify for one of those
grants, especially if a major project like the Chisholm Trail is
at its core. Designed as a linear park which offers greatly
increased connectivity, it also encourages walking, thus ticking
all the right boxes. Local support is strong, the local press has
embraced the project, and all political parties are keen on it.
Some of the local agencies could find it difficult to join the
direction of travel of this new policy. The good people from
Road Safety do great work when they deliver bicycle education
at schools. But because they habitually focus on the danger of
cycling, they seem to inhabit a very different universe from the
bicycle paradise of Ambition Grants. I recall a presentation by
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Road Safety Partnership
(CPRSP) at the Health and Wellbeing Board this January where
the dangers of the use of what they called ‘pedalcycles’ were
presented without any reference to the benefits. This onesided approach is indicative of deeply held prejudices which
pose a major obstacle to the fundamental changes in attitude
these Ambition Grants want to achieve.
The discourse of road safety is by no means marginal here. In
order to give more people the choice of active modes of travel,
to free them from their "car dependency", the public must be
helped to perceive the benefits and safety of bicycle use. The
impressive and overarching health benefits of active modes
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must be publicised more widely. But when Road Safety
ponders cycling, it only worries about collisions and broken
bones, and reaches for helmets and high viz, forgetting the
dramatic benefits of active transport. Indeed, this is the
attitude of the public in general and of those cyclists who, like
most, find car traffic deeply intimidating. Occupying the same
ground of anxious worry, the public health team at the county
still has to develop the confidence to contradict such negative
(or hysterical) discourse of cycling. Both agencies struggle with
a legacy that focuses on the ‘danger of cycling’ and finds it
hard to fully embrace, in spite of overwhelming evidence, the
much greater dangers of non-cycling. Given the alarming rates
of obesity among children, they need to spell out the benefits
of active transport for all ages, including the psychological
benefits and the improved sense of community for those who
can use alternatives to the car.
The DfT have written into their guidelines a number of
requirements that will require Public Health partners to quit
the fear of cycling and take full account of the health benefits
of cycling. One local opportunity towards this important and
radical change of perspective is the Oldenburg Study Tour
which Cambridge Cycling Campaign is organising this May.
Direct experience of solutions found in other places can help
the public health team to better understand the significant
opportunities in directing transport policy towards active
modes.
The Ambition Grants also require a supportive letter from the
director of Public Health outlining ‘how cycling proposals and
Health and Wellbeing Strategies will be aligned’ (39). It could
be quite difficult to write such a letter unless the well
entrenched fear of cycling is overcome, and replaced by a
decidedly positive attitude towards active travel. Bids should
also explain how Health and Wellbeing Boards and local
public health teams will be involved in the co-design and
delivery of the project (52).
No doubt, there is much more to public health than just
cycling, especially in Cambridgeshire, which includes some
very deprived areas. But on the other hand, active transport is
a new concept which has plenty of room to grow in local
public health work. Indeed, as shown below, the textbooks
from which our leading public health professionals learned
their trade did not even include the term "transport impacts".
Twenty years later the scene has changed radically. Transport
impacts are here to stay. The DfT includes HEAT, the World
Health Organisation's Health Economics Assessment Tool as
an appendix to the guidelines for the Cycling City Ambition
Grants. They state: ‘Evidence of the overall benefits [of active
modes] consistently shows that many cycling interventions
score very highly in terms of benefit to cost ratios (i.e. over
4:1) and that as much as 70% of the overall benefit is derived
from the health gains.’
If all goes well then the Cycle City Ambition Grant will start to
address a major gap in the bicycle and walking network in
Cambridge, creating a direct and segregated bicycle
connection between Addenbrooke's and the Science Park. It
should also initiate a major, evidence-based rethink of how
Public Health and Transport agencies must work together to
deliver better health and better communities.
Michael Cahn
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Parliamentary
Cycling Group
inquiry
On Wednesday 27 February Cambridge
Cycling Campaign gave evidence to the
All-Party Parliamentary Cycling Group
inquiry on ‘Get Britain Cycling’. Here are
the points that we made:
We need very high quality infrastructure
which sells itself, and which does not
need to be ‘promoted’ by local
authorities, including high quality cycle
paths with proper treatment at junctions.
There should be slower speeds in urban
areas, including 20mph zones. These
need to be enforced and the police
should be given incentives to do this.
Clear guidance is needed from the DfT.
Local authorities should be empowered.
In particular, the Traffic Management
Act 2004 Section 6 should be activated
to allow Local Authorities to enforce
cycle lanes and pavement parking. There
was an improvement in enforcement
when Cambridgeshire took over
responsibility for parking enforcement
from the police, and we would like to
see this extended.
There should be a consistent funding
stream. In addition there should be a
body at the heart of government which
will push local authorities to provide
high quality facilities and infrastructure.
Previously we had Cycling England and
its knowledgeable and enthusiastic
professionals. In Cambridge, the Gilbert
Road scheme happened only because
local politicians saw it as part of a
citywide plan which was in turn part of a
national scheme. Cycling England and
the knowledge it embodied are sorely
missed.

Parliamentary Cycling Group
In the Netherlands, the cycling network
is so complete and well signed that one
rarely needs a map. Signs often include a
journey time to the city centre etc, which
is a powerful incentive to people in cars.
By contrast, the cycling network in the
UK is often interrupted, for instance by
major junctions, and one is often forced
to use hard-to-follow back streets.
Schools require proper cycle parking.
The local cycle network should provide
routes directly to the school from within
its catchment area. It was reported
recently that one school had reduced its
cycle parking to provide extra car
parking for staff. This sends the wrong
message; rather, local authorities should
be encouraged to improve cycle paths.
Furthermore, there is a health and safety
culture which regards cycling as
intrinsically dangerous. This is not the
case - requiring students to use e.g.
helmets and high visibility gear simply
puts people off cycling. For many local
authorities, the default picture of a
cyclist is one in high vis. Cycling should
be presented as a normal activity in
normal clothes, backed up by work to
provide proper cycling infrastructure.
The DfT should continue to fund
Bikeability. In Cambridge, 70-80% of
children do this, and enjoy it. It reduces
parents' fears about the safety of their
children. Cycling to school should be
encouraged - it builds children's
independence and allows them to
develop road skills at an early age. The
Cambridge Cycling Campaign probably
spends more than half its time dealing
with planning (as opposed to transport)
applications. Cambridgeshire County
Council has been successful at obtaining
Section 106 money from developers this is a good way to fix problems; for
instance, a new building can fund fixes
on an adjacent junction. A key problem
is that DfT guidance deals mainly with
retrofitting cycling infrastructure onto
existing roads. There is little on what to

do when there is a 'blank sheet of paper'.
Cambridge Cycling Campaign has
written a guide on 'Cycling in New
Developments' which argues that local
authorities should think in terms of three
networks, for walking, cycling and
driving.
In Cambridge, the local authority cycling
officers are hard-working and in some
respects represent an 'internal lobby'
within the council. However, people
higher up still need to be influenced. Of
course, in Cambridge many senior
people cycle too.
Cambridge has a long culture of cycling.
This is not just due to the presence of
the university, but also to the presence
of many green spaces through which one
can cycle. Cycling is not just safer and
quicker than alternatives, but it is also
more reliable - one can get up at a
certain time and still have confidence of
reaching one's destination on time.
Cycling demonstration towns have been
useful because they concentrated resources and enabled things to be done
well.
Martin Lucas-Smith

Cambridge MP Julian Huppert with local
councillors.
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Study tour 2013

Draft schedule
for study tour of
Oldenburg and
Bremen
Study tours are a relaxed way to look at
different solutions to common
problems in cycling infrastructure.
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Please note the following:
You can join the tour on different days and at different times, but please note that
the bike rental and all shops are closed on Sunday!
For tour information, how get there and to join the tour please visit
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/OldenburgTour
Please help the organiser by registering your participation at
www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/regOLHB
All participants join the tour at their own cost and their own risk. Please book your
travel arrangements and accommodation early. If you encounter difficulties please
don’t hesitate to contact the organiser.
Klaas Brümann

Saturday 25 May - Oldenburg City
8.45am - Leave hotel or youth hostel to
walk to Oldenburg Central Station
(1.5km).
9.30am - Bike rental at Radstation at the
railway station (Oldenburg
Hauptbahnhof). 1,500 secure bike
parking places.
10.00am - Official Oldenburg Cycle
Infrastructure Tour (selected by the
Ministry of Transport) lasting for
about 3hrs. We will also visit the local
cycling campaign ADFC while they are
holding their monthly ‘bike coding’
event.
1.30pm - Option: Lunch in the city
centre or at Seelig (Schloßplatz)
5:00pm - Option: Guided tour about
Oldenburg starts at Lambertikirche (in
the centre).

Sunday 26 May - Oldenburg’s surroundings
8.00-9.30am - weekend youth hostel
breakfast times.
10.00am - Ride into the countryside and
on a radial route.
Oldenburg boasts 270km of cycleways
and we shall investigate some of
them. We will also try to visit new
developments.

Monday 27 May - Meeting with officers and
planners
7.15am - Pre-breakfast start to travel in
rush-hour.
9.00am - Sponsored Breakfast at HofKonditorei.
10.00am - Visit to Chamber of
Commerce regarding bike mechanics’
education and training.
11.30am - Visit to Gymnasium Eversten
regarding cycling to school (tbc).
Time permitting, we will travel through
a 1990’s living street project and a
flood plain.
1.00pm - Lunch at Carl-von-Ossietzky
University.
Bicycle repair shop (DIY).
Meeting with the police (tbc).
Cycle path alongside a railway line (a
brief impression of what a Chisholm
Trail could look like).
Meeting (planned) with officers and
planners in Oldenburg during the day.

Local electricity company EWE E3,
intelligent networks and mobility
(tbc).
Tuesday 28 May - Bremen
9.00am - Train to Bremen (cost approx
€15).
The Bremen tour will be guided by
Beatrix Wupperman and Richard
Grassick, producers of the awardwinning film and book ‘Beauty and
the Bike’ (www.bikebeauty.org).
Try call-a-bike, stationless bicycle rental,
available in all larger German cities.
Trip counters in Bremen.
Cross-Bremen routes.
What effect has the introduction of the
Low Emissions Zone (Umweltzone)
had on Bremen?
The idea is to time the Bremen tour to
allow for a return to Britain from
Bremen, for those travelling by train
or plane.
Klaas Brümann

Fahrradstrasse
Mixed use road with preference for cyclists.
Junctions are marked with blue surfacing
to highlight the special bicycle road.
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Statistics corner
2011 Census results
The latest data from the 2011 census are out and they are
interesting. Cycling has grown significantly in Cambridge and
in some areas around Cambridge. The number of people
cycling to work in many places now outnumbers those driving
to work. But before we get carried away by the rhetoric, let’s
jump into the numbers.
The total number of people using a bicycle to travel to work in
Cambridge increased from 12,759 in 2001 up to 17,755 in
2011.
These numbers don’t mean much on their own, as the number
of people commuting to work in Cambridge has also increased,
from 49,269 in 2001 up to 55,581 in 2011. That is a 12.8%
increase in the number of commuting journeys but a 39.2%
increase in the number of people using a bicycle. Even more
interesting is that car use only increased by 2%.
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Statistics corner
From the graph, you can see that the number of people driving
or being driven, or riding a motorbike, scooter or moped, has
stayed pretty constant. Growth of jobs and the economic
activity that was generated by these jobs did not increase
because more people drove cars. The growth in commuting
was mostly accommodated by people using public transport,
riding their bicycles, or walking to work. However, it should be
noted that even people who mainly used the train may have
used a bicycle to get to the railway station, although the data
does not show this.
Trumpington had the largest increase in the use of bicycles.
Was this because of a nice new cycleway from Trumpington to
Addenbrooke’s, the city centre, and beyond? Next was East
Chesterton – can somebody say Riverside Bridge?
The slowest bicycle growth rate was in Cherry Hinton, with an
increase of only 18.9%. However, this must be taken along
with the data showing a 5.9% reduction in the use of cars in
Cherry Hinton. More journeys with fewer cars.

Statistics corner
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2001 to 2011
Increase in Journeys Increase in # Cars Increase in # Bus Increase in # Bicycles

Abbey

18.6%

14.2%

31.8%

38.0%

Arbury

3.9%

-6.1%

101.8%

35.4%

Castle

2.9%

-17.4%

36.5%

45.6%

Cherry Hinton

3.9%

-5.9%

46.5%

18.9%

Coleridge

31.7%

14.0%

55.2%

50.9%

East Chesterton

31.3%

25.3%

109.0%

53.8%

King's Hedges

15.3%

4.7%

29.7%

47.0%

Market

-4.0%

-19.9%

43.0%

38.1%

Newnham

-2.7%

-19.5%

61.7%

37.1%

Petersfield

12.1%

-12.4%

64.9%

38.9%

Queen Edith's

6.1%

-4.6%

87.6%

34.1%

Romsey

17.4%

1.8%

40.7%

32.9%

Trumpington

28.9%

14.9%

17.8%

68.8%

West Chesterton

2.7%

1.4%

23.0%

24.2%

All Cambridge

12.8%

2.0%

51.6%

39.2%

Let us not forget the contribution that buses have made to
reducing the number of cars on the road. Arbury for example
doubled the number of people going to work by bus. to work.
Also interesting are areas that appear to have not done very
well. West Chesterton had low levels of bus and bicycle use.
Could this be because of the serious problems around
Mitcham’s Corner gyratory system?
What about the rest of Greater Cambridge? Some locations
have similar high levels of cycling and significant increases.
Girton, for example, increased the number of people cycling by
69.1% and now has almost one in four people cycling to work.
Histon and Impington also increased significantly and now
boasts almost one in five people using a bicycle to get to work.

work to be done to raise these places up to the 11% South
Cambridgeshire background rates.
Given that in some wards there are now more people cycling
to work than driving to work, perhaps now is the time to call
for real priority for bicycles within Cambridge. Giving cycle
tracks priority over side roads would be a good place to start.
Obviously we also need more bicycle parking spaces, and safer
junctions. All these will take time and money, planning and
political will.
Robin Heydon

The top ten cycling parishes beyond the City of Cambridge are:
Girton, Barton, Histon and Impington, Teversham, Milton, The
Shelfords and Stapleford, Fulbourn, Waterbeach, The
Wilbrahams, Comberton
In 2001 just 2,692 people in these ten parishes cycled to work.
In 2011 this increased to 4,019. This is still not Cambridge City
levels, but compared with the rest of the UK this is still a very
high cycling rate. Compared with Denmark, the Netherlands,
even parts of Germany, these numbers are way too low.
There are some shockingly bad cycling numbers in South
Cambridgeshire. Bar Hill lost one third of the people who used
to ride a bicycle in 2001. And there are places like Balsham
which only have 1.7% of people riding to work. There is much
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by Ben Irvine
This is not a book about cycling, Einstein, mindfulness or
philosophy in general but one that touches on the different
subjects to illuminate one another. Ben Irvine holds a PhD
from Cambridge University and has set up Cycle Lifestyle, a
magazine promoting different aspects of cycling, as well as
the philosophical compendium, The Journal of Modern Wisdom.
He admits to being a recovered philosopher, thankfully now
not plagued by the dilemmas of the mind-body problem, and
instead enjoys a more practical path in the world of
publishing, including his love of cycling. For him, cycling
holds more than just utilitarian value, since it played a pivotal
role in his recovery from a period of breakdown in his life, and
so carries with it extra dimensions of hope, rebirth and
rediscovery. Ever since Norman Tebbit advised a generation to
'get on their bike' and, as the book demonstrates, going much
further back over the past century or two, bikes have been a
symbol for empowerment and mobility, including early
feminists amongst others.
In the book, he counsels how the practice of mindfulness, in
tandem with the outdoor pursuit of cycling, can engender a
heightened state of awareness of surroundings, engagement
with community and feelings of liberation. Perhaps because of
his own personal experience, the book has evangelical
overtones in its appeal to the reader of the virtues of the

Book review
humble bike, using it as a vehicle to communicate a personal
philosophy of enjoyment of physical/sensory existence. In a
striking use of language, he refers to the 'impudence' which he
feels from the exercise of freedom whilst cycling which can
lend a sense of irreverence to his social dealings. Riding a
bike, it is said, is the closest people may come to sprouting
wings and flying – here the spirit of 'Jonathan Livingstone
Seagull' pops up, urging readers to rise above the tedium of
the flock and live adventurously.
Without the inclusion of Einstein, this would be much more of
a personal book, but Ben partly displaces his own enthusiasm
and thoughts by also looking at the life and ideas of the
physicist and philosopher. In these biographical asides, we
learn much about Einstein's character and relationships, as
well as some exposition of his theories. Einstein, whilst
philanthropically-minded, in the broadest sense, was also an
individualist, revelling in eccentricities and his own brand of
'impudence' in his insistence on doing things his own way.
Such is the nature of innovation.
Having travelled through sections on the history of cycling,
Einstein's life and his own personal experience, Ben then looks
at Einstein's wider thoughts about civilisation, socialism and
world government. It is understandable that Ben wanted to
include his own wider vision in the book, but it is an ambitious
task. Einstein himself was an enthusiastic advocate of world
government, which he felt would help manage the ills of
national governments (particularly pertinent at the time) – a
proposition which is not entirely logically consistent, for a
world government would then bring its own potential
problems of corruption, bureaucracy and over-control. Einstein
was writing in the inter-war and post-World War Two years,
when there was much hope for the fledgling League of
Nations, building on ideas of collaborative international rule,
rather than a singular world government. Ben does not
explicitly state whether he is in favour of Einstein's
proposition, but does lay out a neat sequence of world history,
much employed by 'rational optimists' and liberal
commentators, somewhere along the lines of: things are only
getting better as humanity forms bigger and bigger integrated
units of identity and group behaviour. Violence and prejudice
have decreased over time proportionally, compared to many
previous contexts; travel, trade and communication proliferate
as technology and interconnections evolve. Ben does
acknowledge some issues which guard against a wholly
positive view of our present context, such as stress, inequality,
commercialisation, 'unwieldy' governments and 'intrusive'
media. Surprisingly, for a book which champions the virtues of
outdoor exercise and experience through cycling, there is no
mention of environmental issues (nor cycle-based solutions) in
our contemporary world. There are also probable oversights
common in liberal academia in evaluating the complex nature
of different pre-agricultural tribes (as well as the variance of
other societies throughout history) to which we compare
ourselves, which can add to over-optimistic self-evaluation,
These omissions and generalisations in painting a picture of
the trajectory of world history (and indeed assuming a singular
trajectory can be posited), mean that this section should be
taken with ample seasoning to add depth.
This is a beautifully crafted book, in the sense of the writing
style. There is a sense of engagement with and consideration
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Reach Ride
for the reader, accompanied by a genuine belief in the
goodness of the ideas. Ben holds a disciplined yet warm and
sometimes luminous style which excels in precise use of
language. If it sometimes glosses over some of the less than
wonderful edges to the cycling world, this is more likely a
feature of a benign polemic, rather than a deliberate distortion
of a more complex phenomenon. We lay aside bike-kit
poseurs, torn trousers, overzealous city-racers and bitterly cold
winter rides home. These things too are true but remain a
fairly inconsequential shadow rather than an overwhelming
fatal flaw in the greater scheme of things. The lingering sense
from the book is of a spirited recommendation to enjoy cycling
with new eyes and travel with appreciation on the road ahead.
Einstein and the Art of Mindful Cycling - Achieving Balance in the
Modern World by Ben Irvine (Leaping Hare Press, Lewes 2012,
ISBN 978-1-908005-47-2)
Nick Stibbs
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Reach Ride 2013
The Reach Ride itself has been simplified a little more this
year. We have one single departure time of 10am from the
front of the Guildhall. We'll be gathering there from 9.30am
and we're hoping to be sent off on our way by the Mayor of
Cambridge, who we expect will be riding with us again. There
are no earlier departures, but a shorter ride leaves from
Newmarket Road Park & Ride site as late as 10.30am, and
usually the ride is very well spread out by then as people join
us on the way.
We ride at a leisurely pace, but aim to arrive in time to watch
the Mayor open the fair at noon. We'll stay at the fair until
2pm when we begin our return journey, starting through the
eerily quiet fen roads to the west of Reach, rejoining the
outgoing route at Bottisham.
Follow national cycle network route 51 to Reach, and don't
cheat by making a short-cut at Swaffham Bulbeck where it is
all to easy to miss the right turn up the hill to the summit.
At Reach the cycle parking can be accessed by a gate very near
to the fair. It is just a field so lock bikes together in groups.
We'll have a marshal overseeing that cycle parking area from
12 until 2pm but bikes are left at your own risk.
Your paper newsletter should come stuffed with a few copies
of the promotional leaflet. These are for you to give out to
friends and family or put up at your place of work or study, so
please do help us to promote this ride.
Simon Nuttall
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Cycle parking

Getting cycle parking
right
The amount of car parking at the Park & Ride site at Babraham
Road has recently been increased. This site is heavily used by
people (like me) who keep a bike there and ‘Park & Cycle’,
rather than ‘Park & Ride’. Even before the expansion work
there was a shortage of overnight cycle parking, with about
50-60 bikes fly-parked against lamp posts and fences.
The expansion work added an additional 80 covered bike
spaces. While the installation itself isn't too bad - 40
galvanised steel Sheffield Stands with 1m separation - the
hard-standing they sit on was only slightly larger than the area
that they occupied. Three sides were surrounded by mud,
while the fourth butted up against some pre-existing parking.
While this looked OK with everything empty, once bikes were
parked in the 'easy' spaces it was difficult to access the rest
(see diagram).

been scheduled. Sure enough, at the end of February
contractors returned. They added paving stones around the
outside of the parking, removed one original stand to improve
access, and laid a path through the hedge. All in all these
simple changes have converted what was a inconvenient
parking facility into one that is a pleasure to use. Thank you,
Cambridgeshire County Council.

This incident does emphasise how important it is to get the
detail right when laying out cycle parking, and how easy it is
to get this wrong. The remedial work, welcome though it is, no
doubt cost someone money and it would have been so much
better if it hadn't been needed in the first place.
Jon Warbrick

To make things worse, while the new cycle parking is adjacent
to part of the new car parking, there was no way to get from
one to the other without a long detour or walking across the
mud and pushing through a new hedge.

New cycle racks surrounded by
bare earth.
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I mentioned this on the
Campaign mailing list, and
David Earl sensibly
suggested contacting the
County direct. I did, and
quickly received a response
to the effect that the
problem had been noticed
and that remedial work had

After remedial work: extra paving and a path to the car park.

Diary
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Campaign Diary
April 2013
Tue 2

Sun 14

Mon 15
Wed 17
Sat 19

8.00pm

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm, and a
chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members). Ely Cycling Campaign will present
their cycling strategy. They hope to gain the support of all the local campaign organisations so they can
make a strong case at the county council.
BTF Duathlon World qualifier, European Championships qualifier, and Triathlon England National
Duathlon Championships event. Bottisham Village College. Your chance to see national riders on superexotic machinery just a few minutes ride from Cambridge. See www.camcycle.org.uk/jumpto/duathlon
7.00pm Social gathering . Join us from seven for a social gathering at CB2 café, 5-7 Norfolk Street.
evening Ely Cycle Forum. The Cutter Inn, Ely, to discuss new bypass, Cyclepoint (station facility) & LSTF schemes.
Cycle A10. A bike ride to highlight the need for an improved cycle path for the many commuting and
leisure cyclists who use, or would like to use, this form of transport on this route. See
www.bikeweek.org.uk for details.

May 2013
Sun 5

Mon 6
Tue 7

8.00 pm

13 May - 2 June
Sat 25 - Tue 28

Newsletter 108 deadline. Please send copy to Monica Frisch: mfrisch@phonecoop.coop . Members are
warmly invited to write articles (style guidelines available) and are invited to contact the Editor in the
first instance.
Reach Fair Ride. Our annual ride to the traditional village fair at Reach on May day is an ideal family day
out. See back cover.
Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm, and a
chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members).
Cambridgeshire Cycle Challenge See page 14.
Study Tour to Oldenburg and Bremen, Germany See page 17.

June 2013
Tue 4

8.00 pm

Monthly General Meeting. Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane (with tea and coffee from 7.30pm, and a
chance to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members).
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline to promote events or activities where helmets or high visibility
clothing are required or implied.

Cycle rides
Do you cycle around Cambridge and fancy going a bit further? If so, why not come for a ride with CTC Cambridge? We hold up
to six rides a week in the countryside around Cambridge, and know all the prettiest and quietest routes. Our rides are
sociable, non-competitive and moderately-paced, and always include refreshment stops. Non-CTC members are welcome to
come and try us out. See our calendar of rides at www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk for full details. All rides are graded to give an
indication of speed and distance so you should be able to find a ride which suits you. If you're unsure, our twice-monthly
Saturday morning rides are a great way to start.
Nigel Deakin

City and County Council committees
Campaign members may be interested to attend Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often include
cycling and walking issues. Development Control Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings, which
determine the Planning Applications relating to the major housing development proposals for the Cambridge sub-region, are
also open to the public. Campaign members may also be interested to attend Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee
meetings, which often cover walking/cycling/transport issues. Details of venue and agenda are available about a week
beforehand at www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy/ .
Wed 3 April 9.30am
Wed 10 April 10.00am
Tue 16 April 4.30pm
Wed 17 April 10.30am
Wed 24 April 10.00am
Thur 25 April 7.00pm
Thur 25 April 7.00pm
Wed 1 May 9.30am

Planning Committee
Development Control Forum
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee
Joint Development Control Committee – Cambridge Fringes
Joint Development Control – Cambridge Fringes - Development Control Forum
West/Central Area Committee
East Area Committee
Planning Committee
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